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History Department 

KS5 Handbook 

 

 

 

AS and A-level History 

The History A level is separated into three distinct components, details of these 

components are shown below. 

Component 1: The Tudors; England, 1485–1603 

This option allows students to study in breadth issues of change, continuity, 

cause and consequence in this period through the following key questions: 

 How effectively did the Tudors restore and develop the powers of the 

monarchy? 

 In what ways and how effectively was England governed during this 

period? 

 How did relations with foreign powers change and how was the 

succession secured? 

 How did English society and economy change and with what effects? 

 How far did intellectual and religious ideas change and develop and with 

what effects? 

 How important was the role of key individuals and groups and how were 

they affected by developments? 

What's assessed 

The study of significant historical developments over a period of around 

100 years and associated interpretations. 

Assessed 

 written exam: 2 hours 30 minutes 

 three questions (one compulsory) 
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 80 marks 

 40% of A-level 

Questions 

 two sections 

 Section A – one compulsory question linked to historical interpretations 

(30 marks) 

 Section B – two from three essays (2 x 25 marks) 

  
 

Component 2: Revolution and dictatorship: Russia, 1917–1953 

This option provides for the study in depth of the coming and practice of 

communism in Russia. It explores concepts such as Marxism, communism, 

Leninism, and Stalinism, ideological control and dictatorship. It also enables 

students to consider issues of political authority, the power of individuals and 

the inter-relationship of governmental and economic and social change. 

What's assessed 

The study in depth of a period of major historical change or development 

and associated primary evidence. 

Assessed 

 written exam: 2 hours 30 minutes 

 three questions (one compulsory) 

 80 marks 

 40% of A-level 

Questions 

 two sections 

 Section A – one compulsory question linked to primary sources or sources 

contemporary to the period (30 marks) 

 Section B – two from three essays (2 x 25 marks) 
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Component 3: Historical Investigation 

What's assessed 

A personal study based on a topic of student's choice. This should take 

the form of a question in the context of approximately 100 years. It must 

not duplicate the content of options chosen for Components 1 and 2. 

Assessed 

 3000–3500 words 

 40 marks 

 20% of A-level 

 marked by teachers 

 moderated by AQA 

 Through the topics studied in Components 1, 2 and 3 (Historical 

investigation), A-level students must cover a chronological range of at least 

200 years. 

Component 1 Specification at a glance 

Part one: consolidation of the Tudor Dynasty: England, 1485–1547  

Henry VII, 1485–1509  

 Henry Tudor’s consolidation of power: character and aims; establishing 

the Tudor dynasty 

 Government: councils, parliament, justice, royal finance, domestic 

policies 

 Relationships with Scotland and other foreign powers; securing the 

succession; marriage alliances 

 Society: churchmen, nobles and commoners; regional division; social 

discontent and rebellions 

 Economic development: trade, exploration, prosperity and depression 

 Religion; humanism; arts and learning  
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Henry VIII, 1509–1547  

 Henry VIII: character and aims; addressing Henry VII’s legacy 

 Government: Crown and Parliament, ministers, domestic policies 

including the establishment of Royal Supremacy 

 Relationships with Scotland and other foreign powers; securing the 

succession 

 Society: elites and commoners; regional issues and the social impact of 

religious upheaval; rebellion 

 Economic development: trade, exploration, prosperity and depression 

 Religion: renaissance ideas; reform of the Church; continuity and change 

by 1547  

Part two: England: turmoil and triumph, 1547–1603  

 Instability and consolidation: 'the Mid-Tudor Crisis', 1547–1563 (A-
level only)  

 Edward VI, Somerset and Northumberland; royal authority; problems 

of succession; relations with foreign powers 

 The social impact of religious and economic changes under Edward VI; 

rebellion; intellectual developments; humanist and religious thought 

 Mary I and her ministers; royal authority; problems of succession; 

relations with foreign powers 

 The social impact of religious and economic changes under Mary I; 

rebellion; intellectual developments; humanist and religious thought 

 Elizabeth I: character and aims; consolidation of power, including the 

Act of Settlement and relations with foreign powers 

 The impact of economic, social and religious developments in the 

early years of Elizabeth's rule  

The triumph of Elizabeth, 1563–1603  

 Elizabethan government: court, ministers and parliament; factional 

rivalries 

 Foreign affairs: issues of succession; Mary, Queen of Scots; relations with 

Spain 

 Society: continuity and change; problems in the regions; social discontent 

and rebellions 
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 Economic development: trade, exploration and colonisation; prosperity 

and depression 

 Religious developments, change and continuity; the English renaissance 

and ‘the Golden Age’ of art, literature and music 

 The last years of Elizabeth: the state of England politically, economically, 

religiously and socially by 1603  

Component 2 Specification at a glance 

Dissent and Revolution, 1917  

 The condition of Russia before the revolution of February/March 1917: 

the Tsar and political authority; the war effort; the economic and social 

state of Russia; discontent 

 The February/March revolution of 1917: causes and course of revolution; 

issues of leadership and the Tsar's abdication; the establishment of 

Provisional Government and the Petrograd Soviet; the workings of the 

Dual authority 

 Developments between the revolutions including: the return of Lenin; 

Lenin's ideology and the April Theses; the July Days; the Kornilov coup 

and the roles of both the Provisional Government and Trotsky; Lenin and 

the Central Committee of the Bolshevik Party  

 The October/November 1917 revolution: causes, course and extent of 

revolution; leadership and the establishment of Bolshevik authority; 

Sovnarkom and decrees and actions to December 

Bolshevik consolidation, 1918–1924  

 The consolidation of the Communist dictatorship: the establishment of 

one-party control; the removal of the Constituent Assembly; the ending 

of involvement in the First World War 

 The Civil War: causes and course; the role of Trotsky; the murder of the 

Tsar; the reasons for the Red victory; government and control in wartime 

 Economic and social developments: state capitalism; social change; 

conditions in cities and countryside during the Civil War; war 

communism; the Red Terror: revolts of 1920–1921 including the Tambov 

revolt and Kronstadt rising; the NEP and its political and economic impact 

 Foreign relations and attitudes of foreign powers: foreign intervention in 

the Civil War; Comintern; the Russo-Polish War; discussions leading to 
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the Rapallo Treaty; official recognition and the repercussions of the 

'Zinoviev letter'; Lenin's rule by 1924 

Stalin’s rise to power, 1924–1929  

 The power vacuum and power struggle: ideology and the nature of 

leadership; Lenin's testament; divisions and contenders for power: 

character, strengths and weaknesses of Stalin, Trotsky, Bukharin, 

Kamenev, Rykov, Tomsky and Zinoviev  

 Ideological debates and issues in the leadership struggle: NEP and 

industrialisation; 'permanent revolution' versus 'Socialism in One 

Country'; how and why Stalin became party leader and the outcome for 

the other contenders 

 Economic developments: reasons for and impact of the 'Great Turn'; the 

economic shift; the launch of the first Five Year Plan and the decision to 

collectivise  

 Government, propaganda and the beginning of the Stalinist cult; Stalin's 

attitude to foreign powers: China; Germany and the Treaty of Berlin; 

changes in the Comintern 

Part two: Stalin’s Rule, 1929–1953  

Economy and society, 1929–1941  

 Agricultural and social developments in the countryside: voluntary and 

forced collectivisation; state farms; mechanisation; the impact of 

collectivisation on the kulaks and other peasants; the famine of 1932–

1934; the success of collectivisation 

 Industrial and social developments in towns and cities: Gosplan; the 

organisation, aims and results of the first three Five Year Plans; new 

industrial centres and projects; the involvement of foreign companies; 

the working and living conditions of managers, workers and women; 

Stakhanovites; the success of the Five Year Plans 

 The development of the Stalin cult: literature, the arts and other 

propaganda; Socialist Realism 

 The social and economic condition of the Soviet Union by 1941: strengths 

and weaknesses 

Stalinism, politics and control, 1929–1941 (A-level only)  
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 Dictatorship and Stalinism: the machinery of state terror; the NKVD; the 

early purges; Kirov's murder; the show trials; the Stalin constitution 

 The Yezhovshchina: mass terror and repression at central and local 

levels; treatment of national minorities; the gulags; the end of the 

purges; the death of Trotsky; responsibility for and impact of the Terror 

and purges  

 Culture and society: church; women, young people and working men; 

urban and rural differences; 'socialist man' and the impact of cultural 

change; similarities and differences between Lenin's and Stalin's USSR 

 Stalin and international relations: co-operation with Germany; entry into 

the League of Nations; pacts with France and Czechoslovakia; 

intervention in the Spanish Civil War; reaction to Western appeasement 

and Japanese aggression; the Nazi-Soviet Pact and its outcome 

The Great Patriotic War and Stalin’s Dictatorship, 1941–1953 (A-level only)  

 The impact of the war on the Soviet Union: Operation Barbarossa and 

the Stalinist reaction; the course of the war; the USSR under occupation 

and the fight-back; the Soviet economy; mobilisation and evacuation of 

industry; foreign aid 

 The defeat of the Germans: reasons and results; post-war reconstruction; 

industry and agriculture  

 High Stalinism: dictatorship and totalitarianism; renewed Terror; the 

NKVD under Beria; Zhdanovism and the cultural purge; Stalin's cult of 

personality; the Leningrad affair; purges and the Doctors' Plot 

 The transformation of the Soviet Union’s international position: the 

emergence of a 'superpower'; the formation of a soviet bloc; conflict 

with USA and the capitalist West; death of Stalin and Stalin's legacy at 

home and abroad 

Component 3 Specification at a glance 

 Your study will focus on change and continuity on a chosen topic covering 

100 years. 

 Your essay questions will be based around a number of themes.   

 The use and evaluation of at least 3 primary/contemporary sources.  These 

sources will also have to be different types. 
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 The use and evaluation of at least 2 historical interpretations 

(historiography).  These interpretations will be by academic historians.  

 Good coverage of the whole period of time with no significant chunks of 

time left out. 

  

Revision Resources / Activities / Tips 

Be prepared 

A lot of time can be wasted by simply turning up to 

lessons without your folder, text book or pencil case.  

Getting in to good habits prevents a lot of unnecessary 

stress and enables you to have a more productive and 

positive start to your lessons.    

 

 

 You still need a well-stocked pencil case.  Highlighters are a good idea 

for history as you will be colour coding and highlighting notes and 

diagrams. 

 A strong ring binder will be needed to store loose pages. 

 Plastic wallets and folders are a good idea for hand outs and work 

sheets.  

 You will be given text books and you will be expected to take these 

home to work from.  You will be expected to bring them to every history 

lesson. 

 On the days that you do not need them find somewhere to store them 

at home. A plastic box will do.  Avoid keeping books in your bag all week.  

They will get damaged and you will have a very heavy bag!!  

 Keep your notes and sheets organised.  It may take a bit of time to begin 

with but will save lots of time when you are revising.  Use dividers and 

book markers to do this.  You do not need to bring work or notes to the 

lessons after we have studied that particular topic. Organise these notes 

into a ring binder and leave them at home – where you can find them!! 

Same with exercise books.  
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 If you organise both your time and equipment you will easily manage the 

work load, meet deadlines and have time to enjoy your subjects.    

 

Post it notes and ‘to do’ lists are also very 

effective.  Write a list at the beginning or end of 

a week and cross off when you have completed 

tasks on it.  Make sure you prioritise tasks from 

urgent to ‘can be left to do later’.  Update your 

list every morning or evening.  If using post it 

notes you can stick these on the relevant pages 

of your planner or calendar. 

 Daily/evening check. Get into the habit of checking your 

planner/calendar/to do list at the end of every school day or evening 

and when you get to school in the morning.  It will save you a lot of time 

as you will find that your memory is not at its most reliable in the sixth 

form.  There is too much going on.       

 Learn to say no. Not to the work or your teachers but to employers and 

friends.  You might have a job where the employer wants to increase 

your hours.  Unless your burning ambition is to be “White Rose 

Employee of the Year” or something similar, explain how school 

commitments make it impossible.  Most will understand and if they 

don’t you might want to consider working elsewhere.  Again remember 

your main commitment is to your A levels.   

 Speak to someone if you feel you are struggling with the workload.  The 

sixth form team and your teachers all want to help you be successful and 

are aware of the challenges you face.  They will listen and give you lots 

of practical help and advice.  

 

Below are some strategies to help you become more independent in your 

learning. 

In the classroom   

 Attendance is key.  You will not get a good grade if your attendance is 

poor.  Do not expect to be able to “catch up work missed” by turning up 

unannounced at your teacher’s door.  They will be busy with another 

class.  Do not expect your teacher to sit with you after school.  They did 

not miss the lesson. You did.  
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 Be prepared.  See earlier section. 

 Have homework ready to hand in. 

 Get involved in class discussions.  Ask questions as well as answer them.  

By getting involved in the conversation you will quickly develop your 

knowledge and understanding of the subject. 

 In history you will be expected 

to make notes as we go over 

key points about a topic or 

issue.  Keep notes brief and 

use a red pen if you are 

correcting or adding to 

notes/answers.  

 Label all notes you make in 

the class as class notes 

 Keep notes organised and tidy.  Bullet points are a good way to do this. 

 Use highlighters for important points.  

 

Reading 

The importance of reading.  

• The Tudors did not create podcasts, nor did they star in, direct and produce 
films or documentaries. 

• They did not have social media accounts. 
• There was no internet, television, DVDs, cinema or radio. 
• The printing press had only recently been invented. 
• Historians therefore, have to research their lives and history using often 

handwritten sources. 
• This takes a lot of time. 
• Therefore historians do not produce their books for free. 
• They do not helpfully “chunk” them down for you on the internet. 
• You have to borrow or buy them – and then read them.  
• Therefore you will be expected to read A LOT for this course.   
• Reading gives you a deep understanding of the time you are studying  
• It helps you imagine exactly what it would be like to have lived at the time. 
• It helps you develop an enjoyment of the subject. 
• You cannot be successful at A level history if you do not read.  
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Strategies for reading effectively. 

• Reading should have a purpose. Be clear about what it is you want to find 

out. 

• Read titles and headings, study any pictures and diagrams first. This will 

help you get an overview. 

• Continue by skimming through the text. This means running your eyes 

along the text to get the gist of the hand out or chapter you are reading. 

Using a pencil/fingertip to point at every fifth word or running your finger 

down the centre of each page works as your peripheral vision picks up the 

rest of the words to give you a rough idea of what you are reading.  

• Never sit down and attempt to read a whole 

history book or very big chapter all in one 

go.  You will give up quite quickly. 

• Once you have done this you can then start 

focussing on the information you need as 

you will know exactly where it is. This is 

scanning and you can use a highlighter to 

pick out the specific information you need. If 

it is in a book you can use small markers to 

indicate where the information is. 

• Use a dictionary to ensure that you understand what you are reading.  You 

are going to come across a lot of words you have never seen before and it is 

up to you to find their meaning. 
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Recording 

• There are so many ways of recording information that are much more 

effective than “making notes”. 

• Making notes often leads to simply copying the text without understanding 

it. 

• Use the following for comprehension of key points; 

o Bullet points – key facts and information 

o Basic spider diagrams 

o Flow charts 

Keep your information to key facts only and use colour to highlight important 

events and significant turning points.  

• To develop your understanding of the information e.g. causes of an event, 

consequences, importance.    

o Tables.   These are very effective as they allow you to categorise 

information, spot trends and themes as well as allow you to add an 

assessment column.  See example. 

o Example 

o How successful was Henry VII in establishing his authority? 

Area How  Assessment.  Was it 
successful? 
Strengths and weaknesses. 

Control of 
nobility 

Bullet points of key 
facts here 
 

Your view and any 
comments on success found 
in reading. 

Finances  
 

 

Council 
 

  

Concept mapping. See example.  This helps to create links between events, 

people and factors.  Concept maps help you understand how causes of 

events in history are often complex and interlinked. 

Circles of importance.  See example.  This is a form of concept mapping and 

helps you to judge the relative importance and significance of causes, 

consequences, events and people.   

Mind maps.  See example.  Again helps to link different aspects of a topic 

and also is excellent for revision. 
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Venn diagrams.  Very effective for making comparisons and links.  See 

below. 

 

 

Question.  How similar were the foreign policies of Henry VII, Henry VIII and 

Elizabeth 1?   

 

Hypothesis.  This is where you set yourself a question on the issue you are 

researching if you have not already been given a question.  Jot down your 

initial answer even if you are not sure.  Then use one of the strategies 

above to test and/or refine it.   

 

If you get “stuck” with your reading or a topic you have been asked to 

research you simply need to create questions and this will help re focus 

your reading.  

Henry VII

Elizabeth 
1

Henry 
VIII


